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Reactive effects, 254 t, 263–264
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Reflective field notes, 122
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Research designs: A-B-A and A-B-A-B, 266–267 fig, 268; controlling extraneous variables through, 244–248; definition of, 244; experiential report vs. empirical study, 410 e; factorial, 247 t, 320 e; with more than one independent or dependent variable, 320–323 fig; qualitative, 146, 165–174 t; quasi-experimental, 32, 246; research proposal section on, 439–440 t
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Research proposal sections: appendix, 442; benefits and limitations, 442; design, 439–440 t; literature review, 433–434, 435 e–436 e; method, 438, 441 e; procedures subsection, 440; references, 442
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Research topics: causal-comparative research, 280; descriptive survey research, 209; experimental research, 241; identifying a, 165, 172 t, 400–403; list of sample, 403 b; literature review used to refine, 406–411; refining as you search, 403–406; when to decide you have information on, 422–424
Research vignettes: action research, 326–327; descriptive survey research, 206; English language learners (ELL) qualitative, 146; experimental research, 238; nonexperimental research, 278; program evaluation, 378–379
Researchable questions: development of, 407 fig; refining research topic through, 404
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